Tissue harmonic imaging (THI) has been reported to improve contrast resolution, tissue differentiation and overall image quality in clinical examinations. However, a study carried out previously by the authors (Browne et al 2004) found improvements only in spatial resolution and not in contrast resolution or anechoic target detection. This result may have been due to the homogeneity of the phantom. Biological tissues are generally inhomogeneous and THI has been reported to improve image quality in the presence of large amounts of subcutaneous fat. The aims of the study were to simulate the distortion caused by subcutaneous fat to image quality and thus investigate further the improvements reported in anechoic target detection and contrast resolution performance with THI compared with 2D conventional imaging. In addition, the effect of three different types of fatmimicking layer on image quality was examined. The abdominal transducer of two ultrasound scanners with 2D conventional imaging and THI were tested, the 4C1 (AspenAcuson, Siemens Company, CA, USA) and the C52 (ATL HDI 5000, ATL / Philips, Amsterdam, The Netherlands). An ex vivo subcutaneous pig fat layer was used to replicate beam distortion and phase aberration seen clinically in the presence of subcutaneous fat. Three different types of fatmimicking layers (olive oil, lard and lard with fish oil capsules) were evaluated.
INTRODUCTION
Tissue harmonic imaging is a relatively recent greyscale ultrasound imaging mode that has been clinically reported as improving image quality (Desser and Jeffrey 2001) , particularly in patients who are difficult to scan with conventional ultrasound imaging, despite improvements made to transducer technology, such as piezoelectric materials with lower acoustic impedance, which have occurred during recent decades (Claudon et al 2002) . The primary cause of image degradation (noise and clutter) is the composition of the body wall, in which fat, skin layer thickness and hydration level are some of the principal causes of ultrasound beam distortion and scattering.
Additionally, lateral and slice thickness side lobes and reverberation artifacts contribute to generation of image clutter. Often, image degradation occurs as the sound beam traverses the layers of fat and muscle comprising the body wall. In conventional B mode imaging, the sound beam must pass through the body wall twice. The result of this round trip through the body wall layer and tissue of different impedance is image clutter (noise). The amount of harmonics that each slight pulse distortion generates at any given instant remains infinitesimal; the cumulative harmonic intensities increase as the pulse propagates through tissue (tissue harmonic intensity is virtually zero at the skin and increases with depth up to the point where tissue attenuation overcomes this buildup and causes them to decrease again). The amplitude of the harmonics is related to the nonlinear parameter B/A, which is an inherent characteristic of the tissue. At all depths, tissue harmonic intensity remains lower than that of the fundamental.
Therefore, in the case of tissue harmonic imaging, the contribution of lateral and slice thickness side lobes and reverberation artifacts to image degradation is minimal compared with fundamental imaging, because the distorted and scattered energy is much weaker than the transmitted energy and therefore generates much weaker harmonics. Consequently, the main distortion and scattering caused by the skin and fat layer is at reception of the harmonic signal and not for transmission of the fundamental beam. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that the harmonic beam profile at the transducer focal zone is narrower and its sidelobe levels are lower than those of the fundamental beam, resulting in improved lateral resolution. The second harmonic signal amplitude, used for image formation in tissue harmonic imaging, varies with the square of the amplitude of the fundamental, resulting in small regional variations in the amplitude of the fundamental translating into larger variations in the amplitude of the second harmonic. This accentuates ultrasound features such as shadowing, posterior acoustic enhancement and comettail artifacts, which improves lesion detection and characterisation. All of these give rise to the reported improvements in contrast resolution and lateral resolution in THI images compared with fundamental mode images (Averkiou et al 1997; Christopher 1997; Desser and Jeffrey 2001; Li and Zagzebski 2000; Tranquart et al 1999; Ward et al 1997 . Despite these clinical studies being conducted to evaluate the improvements in image quality, there have been limited technical evaluations to provide quantitative information about the improvements in image quality with THI (Browne et al 2004) . In a previous study, the authors of this paper investigated the imaging performance of compound imaging, tissue harmonic imaging and harmonic compound imaging compared with 2D conventional imaging (Browne et al 2004) and improvements were found for axial and lateral resolution and slice thickness, with no improvements in anechoic target detection or contrast resolution performance being detected with tissue harmonic imaging and improvements in contrast resolution and anechoic target detection with compound imaging and harmonic compound imaging. These results were not 6 representative of what has been reported clinically and it was felt that the absence of improvement in anechoic target detection and contrast resolution may have been due to the homogeneous nature of the test object used. Therefore, the aims of this current study were to investigate whether greater improvements in anechoic target detection and contrast resolution image quality performance could be found with THI compared with 2D conventional imaging when a layer of subcutaneous pig fat was used with the test phantom. In addition, studies were carried out with a view to developing a fat mimicking layer, based on the information obtained from the use of a subcutaneous pig fat layer.
METHODS

Equipment
The ultrasound scanners used in this study were the HDI 5000 (Philips/ATL, Bothell, USA) and an Acuson Aspen (Acuson / Siemens, CA, USA), both highend systems dedicated for general ultrasound examinations. The two curvilinear abdominal 2 5 MHz transducers, 4C1 and C52, were used in this study. Both transducers had tissue harmonic imaging mode in addition to 2D conventional imaging mode which was also evaluated.
Tissue and FatMimicking Phantoms
The anechoic target detection and contrast resolution measurements were performed using the GammexRMI model 403GS LE (Gammex RMI, WI, USA) general purpose test object (Fig 1) ; the tissuemimicking material used in the phantom was an evaporatedmilkbased gel, with a speed of sound of 1540 m s 1 and an attenuation coefficient of 0.7 dB cm 1 MHz 1 (Browne et al 2003) .
A fresh layer of subcutaneous pig fat was obtained from a local abattoir on the morning of the study and its temperature was maintained at 37 °C using heating bags (ColeParmer, UK) during its transportation to the laboratory and during the testing period. The speed of sound and attenuation of pig fat invivo and invitro at 37 °C have been previously reported in the literature to be 1426 m s 1 and 3 dB cm 1 at 2 MHz, respectively (Gammell et al 1979; Lewin and Busk 1982) . Furthermore, in this study, three "fatmimicking materials" were used, olive oil, lard and lard with fish oil capsules embedded in it. The speed of sound and attenuation of the olive oil were found to be 1490 m s 1 and 0.87 dB cm 1 at 3 MHz, respectively, whereas, for the lard, the measured values were 1550 m s 1 and 12.6 dB cm 1 at 3 MHz, respectively. The speed of sound and attenuation measurements were determined for 22 °C ± 0.5 °C using a scanning acoustic macroscope system and the data acquisition and analysis procedures described in a previous publication (Browne et al 2003) . It was initially thought that the lard would have a speed of sound between 1430 m s 1 -1500 m s 1 , since it is a fat product; however, the lard constituents stated on its packaging included salt, which would have had the effect of increasing its speed of sound. The olive oil was chosen to represent the phase aberrations usually caused by subcutaneous fat layers in the body (1430 m s 1 -1500 m s 1 ), whereas the lard was chosen for both phase aberrations and its uneven structure, which distorts the ultrasound beam as it passes through it, while the fish oil capsules embedded in the lard were chosen to mimic globules of fat.
Test Protocol
The image quality parameters measured in this study were anechoic target detection and contrast resolution.
In order to evaluate the effect of the fat layer on these image quality parameters performance of two transducers (4C1 curvilinear transducer : Acuson Aspen; and C52 curvilinear transducer : Philips ATL HDI 5000), the following procedure was used.
Initially, a 1 cm layer of pig fat was coupled using ultrasonic jelly to the Gammex RMI test phantom to evaluate its effect on the image quality. Differentsized fat layers were initially used in this study but it was found that fat layers larger than 1 cm were very attenuating and images of the anechoic targets at depths greater than 3 cm could not be obtained nor could images of the contrast targets be obtained. The temperature of the pig fat layer was maintained at 37°C ± 1°C using heating bags (ColeParmer, UK) in order to replicate invivo thermal conditions. The appropriate target within the test object was imaged firstly using 2D conventional imaging and then using the THI mode. [ ]
The uncertainty (95 % CI) in the anechoic target detection measurement due to reanalysis using the USQA program was ± 1 %; this represents the uncertainty in comparison between different imaging modes with the probe clamped. The uncertainty (95 % CI) in the visibility index measurement due to reanalysis using the USQA program was ± 3 %; this represents the uncertainty in comparison between different imaging modes with the probe clamped.
Furthermore, this procedure was used to determine which of the three different types of fatmimicking layer best replicated the effect produced by the fat layer. 
RESULTS
Anechoic Target Detection
Results regarding anechoic target detection of the 2D conventional imaging and THI mode of the 4C1 and C52 transducers for the 6 mm, 4 mm and 2 mm targets at depths of 30 mm, 80 mm and 130 mm using the subcutaneous pig fat layer, olive oil, lard and lard with fish oil capsules fatmimicking layers are presented in Tables 1a -1c respectively.
Subcutaneous Pig Fat Layer. For the most part, there was an improvement in anechoic target detection performance with THI compared with 2D conventional imaging, when the subcutaneous pig fat layer was used.
Olive Oil FatMimicking Layer. In general, the anechoic target detection performance with THI was similar to or better than the anechoic target detection performance of 2D
conventional imaging, when the olive oil fatmimicking layer was used.
Lard FatMimicking Layer
In general the anechoic target detection performance with THI was similar or slightly worse than the anechoic target detection performance of 2D conventional imaging, when the lard fatmimicking layer was used.
Lard and Fish Oil Capsule FatMimicking Layer. In general, the anechoic target detection performance with THI was similar to or slightly worse than that of the anechoic target detection performance of 2D conventional imaging, when the lard and fish oil capsule fatmimicking layer was used.
Contrast resolution
The contrast resolution results of the 2D conventional imaging and THI mode of the 4C1 and C52 transducers for the different greyscale targets using the subcutaneous pig fat layer, the olive oil, lard and lard with fish oil capsules fatmimicking layers are presented in Figs. 2a -2d , respectively.
Subcutaneous Pig Fat Layer, Olive Oil, Lard and Lard and Fish Oil Capsule
FatMimicking Layers. For the most part, there was no significant difference in contrast resolution performance with THI compared with 2D conventional imaging, when the subcutaneous pig fat layer and the three fatmimicking layers were used. . Indeed, similar results were obtained with the tissue mimicking material phantom without using the subcutaneous pig fat layer in the previous study (Browne et al 2004) , which suggests that the image quality improvements attributed to THI do not appear to be dependent on the presence of phase aberrations or beam distortion, which are invariably generated in invivo conditions. The 2 mm anechoic target detection result for conventional Bmode imaging of the Aspen 4C1 transducer with the subcutaneous fat layer was found to be Z = 0.65 at a depth of 80 mm, while the larger targets 4 mm and 6 mm at 80 mm were not detected for conventional Bmode imaging of the Aspen 4C1 transducer. This is a surprising result, as it would be expected that the larger targets would be easier to differs between the fatmimicking layers and the subcutaneous pig fat layer. In the present study, the three different fatmimicking layers were found to produce similar results to those obtained using the subcutaneous fat layer. The attenuations of the different fat layers were quiet different (the subcutaneous fat layer =3 dB cm 1 at 2
DISCUSSION
MHz, olive oil layer = 0.87 dB cm 1 at 3 MHz and the lard layers = 12.6 dB cm 1 at 3 MHz); this would have had an effect on the magnitude of harmonics generated and, therefore, on the comparative results obtained in the study. However, this effect may not have been a major one, as improvements were found for anechoic target detection with THI compared with conventional Bmode imaging for all four fat layers used in the study. Clinicallyreported improvement in anechoic target detection using THI was confirmed in our experiments with the three different types of fatmimicking layers; furthermore, as can be seen from Tables 1a -1c, no improvements in anechoic target detection were seen with THI for the phantom alone. Therefore, the fatmimicking layers may be useful for evaluating anechoic target detection image quality performance of THI compared with 2D conventional imaging. However, the reported improvement in contrast resolution was not observed in our study. Furthermore, differentsized fat layers were initially used in this study, but it was found that fat layers larger than 1 cm are very attenuating and images of the anechoic targets at depths greater than 3 cm could not be obtained, nor could images of the contrast targets be obtained.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, it was found that THI improved anechoic target detection performance with the use of a subcutaneous pig fat layer compared with 2D conventional imaging and that a similar trend in the results was found for three different types of fat mimicking layers evaluated; only the magnitude differed. However, THI was not found to improve contrast resolution with any of the different fatlayers. This might be due to the particular backscattering properties of the targets relative to those of the surrounding medium and to the particular method used to determine the contrast resolution (only four different backscattering targets at one set depth). Therefore, it was felt that the lack of improvement in contrast resolution performance might be due to the test phantom design and not to whether a layer was present that caused beam distortion and phase aberrations. It was also found that the use of fatmimicking layers 
